
JBYCapital 
 
The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets 
(AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers from JBYCapital. This company is a suspected boiler 
room. JBYCapital has approached persons without being asked, to offer them investment 
proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and organizations using clever 
salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares that promise high returns 
(cold calling). In reality the shares are either worthless or non-existent. The AFM has established that 
JBYCapital does not have an AFM license or a European Passport.  

Name: JBYCapital 
E-mail address: support@jbycapital.com 
Domain name: https://jbycapital.com/ 

MabCredit 
 
The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets 
(AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers from MabCredit. This company is a 
suspected boiler room. MabCredit has approached persons without being asked, to offer them 
investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and organizations 
using clever salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares that promise 
high returns (cold calling). In reality the shares are either worthless or non-existent. The AFM has 
established that MabCredit does not have an AFM license or a European Passport.  

Name: MabCredit 
Address: 300 Delaware Avenue, Suite 210, Wilmington, DE 19801 
E-mail address:  info@mabcredit.com  
Domain name:   https://mabcredit.com/ 
 
 
Tools4deals 

The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets 
(AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers from Tools4deals. This company is a 
suspected boiler room. Tools4deals has approached persons without being asked, to offer them 
investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and organizations 
using clever salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares that promise 
high returns (cold calling). In reality the shares are either worthless or non-existent. The AFM has 
established that Tools4deals does not have an AFM license or a European Passport.  

Name: Tools4deals 
Address: Gustav Mahlerplein 28, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Robinson Rd 14, Singapore 048545, 
Singapore 
Phone number: 31203698065; 6531590742 
E-mail address: support@tools4deals.com  
Domain name: https://tools4deals.com 
 
 
Trade Market Analysis 

The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets 
(AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers from Trade Market Analysis. This company is a 
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suspected boiler room. Trade Market Analysis has approached persons without being asked, to offer 
them investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and 
organizations using clever salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares 
that promise high returns (cold calling). In reality the shares are either worthless or non-
existent. The AFM has established that Trade Market Analysis does not have an AFM license or a 
European Passport.  

Name: Trade Market Analysis 
Address: New York, NY 10005, United States New York, NY 
Phone number: +1 402 937-0435; +1(717)610-1658 
E-mail address: support@trademarketanalysis.com 
Domain name: https://www.trademarketanalysis.com  
 
 
QuickBlockchains Centre Ltd. / quickblockchains.com. 
 
The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) warns consumers not to respond to 
offers from QuickBlockchains Centre Ltd. / quickblockchains.com. This company is a suspected boiler 
room. QuickBlockchains Centre Ltd. / quickblockchains.com has approached persons, to offer them 
investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and organizations 
using clever salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares that promise 
high returns (cold calling). In reality the financial instruments are either worthless or non-existent. 
The AFM has established that QuickBlockchains Centre Ltd. / quickblockchains.com does not have an 
AFM license or a European Passport. 
 
Name: QuickBlockchains Centre Ltd / quickblockchains.com 
Address: Rue du Pre`-de-la-bichette 1, 1201 Genève Switzerland; 
Telephone number: 442080975939 
E-mail address: support@quick-blockchains.com; 
Domain name: Quick-blockchains.com 
 
 
Capital Focus (clone) 

 
The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) warns consumers not to respond to 

offers from Capital Focus (clone). This company is a suspected boiler room. Capital Focus (clone) 

has approached persons without being asked, to offer them in vestment proposals. A boiler 

room is a collective term for fraudulent individuals and organizations using clever salespeople to 

call potential investors to pressure them into buying shares that promise high returns (cold 

calling). In reality the shares are either worthless or non-existent. The AFM has established that 

Capital Focus (clone) does not have an AFM license or a European Passport. 

Name: Capital Focus (clone) 
Address: 21 Old Gloucester Street, London WC1N 
Phonenumber: +447378478706 
E-mailaddress: support@capitalfocus.net 
Domain name: https://capitalfocus.net 
 

Forrest FX (Smart Solution) 
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The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers 
from ForrestFX. This company is a suspected boiler room. ForrestFX has approached persons without 
being asked, to offer them investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for fraudulent 
individuals and organizations using clever salespeople to call potential investors to pressure them 
into buying shares that promise high returns (cold calling). In reality the shares are either worthless 
or non-existent. The AFM has established that ForrestFX does not have an AFM license or a European 
Passport. 
 
Name: ForrestFX handelsnaam van Smart Solution Corp. 
Address: 16-18 Monument St, London EC3R 8AJ, United Kingdom 
Phone number: +44 7482 878984 
E-mail address: support@forrestfx.com 
Domein name: https://forrestfx.com/” 
 
 
Emarket-24 

 
The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) warns consumers not to respond to offers 
from Emarket-24. This company is a suspected boiler room. Emarket-24 has approached persons 
without being asked, to offer them investment proposals. A boiler room is a collective term for 
fraudulent individuals and organizations using clever salespeople to call potential investors to 
pressure them into buying shares that promise high returns (cold calling). In reality the shares are 
either worthless or non-existent. The AFM has established that Emarket-24 does not have an AFM 
license or a European Passport. 
 
Name: Emarket-24  
Address: Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue 24, Nicosia 1075, Cyprus  
Phone number: +441618181911, +35726022617 en +357 96 458492  
E-mail address: support@emarket-24, m_ayad@emarket-24.com, d_brook@emarket-24.com, 
z_smith@emarket-24.com en info@blockchair.email  
Domain name: https://emarket-24.com/” 
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